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STARTING KEY

MICROSWITCH
It stops the machine 
if the main cover (3) 
is lifted when the 
machine is operative.

OFF
IDLE

ON

BATTERY CHARGE
INDICATOR

FILTER SHAKER CONTROLDUST SUCTION CONTROL LEVER

LEVER RELEASE

Lift up to open when sweeping over any 
liquid or wet material. Close when done.

Do not “yank” on handle like starting 
an engine. Raise & lower swiftly to 
empty contents of filter into hopper.

LEFT BRUSH ACTIVATION LEVERRIGHT BRUSH ACTIVATION LEVER

FORWARD RUNNING CONTROL LEVER
FLAP OPENING LEVER
Use lever when sweeping 
a larger piece of debris.

Step 1: Get familiar with what you’re working with.
After un-crating the machine, scan the QR code on the control panel to access all available manuals.

UNDER THE HOOD

CONTROLS & LEVERS



Adjust the Handlebars
Lift the main hood.

Release the 8 screws.

Adjust the handlebar at the desired height for work, then 
tighten the screws.

Step 2: Make some adjustments.
Turn off machine before performing any adjustments.

Adjust the Main Brush Pressure
Lift the main hood.

Use the adjustment handle & turn it to the right to INCREASE 
pressure (+) and to the left to DECREASE pressure (-).

Test an area and adjust as needed.



ON-BOARD CHARGER

RED= BATTERY DISCHARGED

YELLOW= MINIMUM CHARGE

GREEN= FULL CHARGE

Step 3: Charge it up.
Turn key to IDLE to determine current charge on indicator light.

Charging the Machine
Position the machine close to the battery charging area.*

Check that the battery charger is connected to the battery.

Check that the charging cord is connected to the battery charger, then 
plug into outlet.

Once the battery indicator shows green, disconnect.

Connect included cord to 
charger and make sure 
battery is connected to 
the charger.

*Charge battery when 

indicator light is RED.

TURN KEY TO THE ‘OFF’ POSITION
BEFORE BEGINNING CHARGE.

OFF IDLE
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